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Abstract
This paper engages with Loretta Lees’ suggestion that this journal include research collaborators beyond the academy as commentators in its urban dialogues. In it, I highlight the contortions and contradictions involved in extracting individual scholarly outputs from collaborative research, drawing on my experiences as a doctoral researcher in the UK. These challenges are intimately entangled with key questions posed by Loretta about who counts as an urban scholar or theorist, and what urban theor(ies) are – or might be – for. The difficulties involved in publishing engaged and collaborative research in academic formats contribute to its marginalisation within critical urban studies, robbing the discipline of the particular understandings and possibilities it can open up. Making space for engaged dialogue beyond the academy within this journal can help to open up the production and circulation of urban knowledge to a greater diversity of perspectives and interests, creating a more hospitable environment for engaged, collaborative and activist research within the academy. Such a shift invites authors to bring their multiple subjectivities and identities into urban dialogues – as modelled by Loretta – challenging conventions designed to separate and elevate academic knowledge from the diverse others it depends upon. Extending urban dialogue to non-academic collaborators can therefore help to connect critical urban research with the communities and interests in whose name it claims to operate.
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My brief commentary on Loretta Lees’ plenary, delivered at the Association of American Geographers Annual Meeting in 2023, explores her suggestion that this journal include collaborators beyond the academy in its urban dialogues. Her plenary emphasises engaged dialogue in urban research and urban studies, through active listening across difference, curiosity in conversation and collective/collaborative thinking and working within and beyond the academy. Lees generously incorporates elements of her own personal biography and experience as a first generation or working class academic in the UK and latterly the US, modelling situated embodied engagement in urban research. She relates her own discomfort as an ‘inside-outsider’ in urban studies to its privileged position, held above and at a distance from the other forms of knowledge it marginalises.
She also shares attempts to discipline some of her own efforts at engaged dialogue within and beyond academic urban studies by others within the field. Her plenary culminates with a determination to continue pushing urban studies’ boundaries through engaged research and dialogue, while anticipating further attempts to marginalise and discipline her efforts. Loretta Lees’ plenary therefore makes for essential – if uncomfortable – reading for academic urban researchers. This journal offers a conducive setting from which to engage with (rather than reject) this discomfort and the issues which produce it.

Rippling beneath the surface of Lees’ plenary is the somewhat unstated question of what and who urban theory and urban studies is or could be for. She describes some of her own attempts to engage with different urban theories (specifically planetary urbanisation and comparative urbanism), holding them in productive and complementary tension with one another in order to arrive at new understandings of gentrification. Her engagement with different urban theories and ideas reminds me of Anderson’s (2020) ‘parallax’ urban theorising through which he engages with urban change in a gentrifying New York neighbourhood from both ‘major’ and diverse ‘minor’ urban political economy perspectives. Like Lees, Anderson does not claim to determine which body of theory is ‘correct’ but rather identifies and explores the different views they offer, before reassembling them anew in order to understand urbanisation as ‘more-than-capitalist’. He explains that this way of thinking is a response to local activists’ determined refusal to accept gentrification as inevitable – and their dissatisfaction with critical urban theory which implies this – by pointing attention to moments of potential rupture and transformation. While Loretta Lees is less explicit about the motivations for her own approach to theoretical engagement in her plenary, elsewhere she articulates a strong desire to mitigate, stop and mobilise alternatives to gentrification, both through her own research and engagement and by encouraging others to engage with policy makers and activists (e.g., Lees, 2022). In this way, Lees – alongside Anderson and others (e.g., Chatterton, 2010, 2016; Kern and McLean, 2017; May and Perry, 2017; Oldfield, 2015, 2023) – entices urban scholars to orientate their theorising outwards, excavating and nourishing possibilities for radical transformation and alternatives through engagement and collaboration beyond the academy.

**Engaging with urban economies**

My own engagement with urban studies has been similarly motivated by an interest in and desire for transformation and alternatives – and this has of course shaped my reading of and commentary on Loretta’s plenary. My doctoral research (2012–17) focused on London, where I have lived and studied or worked most of my life, and was profoundly shaped by my collaboration with the London-wide community planning network, Just Space (Lipietz, Lee and Hayward, 2014), with whom I set up and supported a dedicated ‘Economy and Planning’ sub-group, JSEP. It was through Just Space and JSEP that I began to engage with London’s economy – both the ‘global city’ perspective underpinning its official metropolitan strategies and plans, and the everyday and diverse economies which Just Space and its member groups knew, valued and campaigned in defence of. When my own university, University College London, proposed to build a new campus on the site of an existing council housing estate, Carpenters, in Stratford, east London, I was able to offer some support to residents and businesses’ threatened with displacement to develop their own alternative proposals for the local economy as part of a wider community planning process supported by Just Space and the London Tenants Federation through their wider collaboration with Loretta Lees (London Tenants Federation et al., 2014; Sendra and Fitzpatrick, 2020; Taylor, 2024). These two experiences in turn inspired and shaped my engagement with the struggle over Seven Sisters Indoor Market (also known as the Latin Village) and Wards Corner in Tottenham, north London, both as an activist-researcher during my PhD studies and more recently as Board member of the Community Benefit Society set up to deliver the community plan.

My engagement with Just Space, the Carpenters Community Plan and Wards Corner developed gradually, through which specific possibilities emerged for collaborative action research, which I defined in my thesis as, ‘research which is done in collaboration with community and activist groups, which recognises
the legitimacy and authorship of collaborators’ knowledge and labour and which is embedded in and oriented towards their goals and aims’ (Taylor, 2017: 114, emphasis as original; see also Benson and Nagar, 2006; McLean, Rankin and Kamizaki, 2015; Oldfield, 2015). In practical terms, this involved working with my collaborators to challenge and develop alternatives to plans and development proposals that threatened to displace London’s market traders, migrant and minoritized ethnic retailers, industrial firms and other small businesses.

Turning to the academic literature, however, I found little mention of such contestations over London’s economy. In the early 2010s, the idea of London as a global city dominated critical academic analyses, as well as policy-makers and planners’ perspectives, leaving its economic diversity largely invisible and unexamined. Inspired by Gibson-Graham’s (2006) engagement with the performative role of language in playing a role in bringing into being the world it describes, I began to identify and gather together a range of different ideas and accounts that could help to bring the diverse and contested nature of urban economies back into view, making space for new readings of their politics and possibilities. My account brought together Gibson-Graham’s diverse and community economies research with a wide range of other urban and economic research including feminist and postcolonial engagements with unpaid and informal labour and a growing body of work on commercial gentrification (Taylor, 2017, 2020, 2024). The resources I assembled were wide-ranging and, of course, I struggled – and am still struggling – to make them measure up to the dominant accounts I more readily encountered. None-the-less, from this starting point, a ‘weak theory’ of the politics of diverse urban economies is beginning to emerge, informed by my research and engagement in London.

Extracting individual scholarly outputs from engaged urban research

By the time, I began writing up my PhD research in the mid 2010s, my engagement had already contributed to and supported collective knowledge and action through multiple workspace struggles across London, resulting in various different outputs and outcomes (e.g., Just Space, 2015; London Tenants Federation, 2013). Yet, when it came to writing up my thesis, none of this counted. I found myself in the seemingly impossible situation of having to extract an individual academic thesis from these multiple, embedded and extended processes of collective knowledge production and action. Finding and claiming my own voice within these collective processes was – and often still remains – very hard. In my thesis, I wrote:

I felt uncomfortable about turning collective knowledge and action into nuggets of information which I could use in my own thesis. I became concerned that I would undo all my efforts to combine activism with research, stripping out the messy, mundane and everyday aspects of my work and the knowledge and work of others in order to create orderly, clean data for individual scholarly analysis (Taylor, 2017: 146).

Eventually, I developed ways to write collaborators’ knowledge and authority into rather than out of my thesis, learning from and clinging onto feminist geographers’ insights and practices. Koni Benson and Richa Nagar’s insight that, ‘[w]hat counts as fieldwork or about the resources it requires often assume solitary “experts” producing “original” knowledges on the lives and problems of the marginalized (2006: 585),’ helped me to resist individualising and extractive modes of data production and analysis, as did Jane Wills’ straightforward clarity that ‘[a]ll knowledge is coproduced through thinking and acting with others, even if such engagement is often ignored’ (2012: 120). In its place, I took up Cindi Katz’ invitation to ‘begin to learn not to displace or separate so as to see and speak, but to see, be seen, speak, listen and be heard in the multiply determined fields that we are everywhere, always in. In this way, we can build a politics of engagement and simultaneously practice committed scholarship’ (1994: 72).

For me, this involved writing the process of collective knowledge production and action into – rather than out of – my scholarly writing. I used
my collaborators real names (with permission) whenever possible, in order to acknowledge the legitimacy and authorship of the knowledge and experience they contributed both to the struggles I was engaging with and to the analysis I was able to present in my academic thesis. I included and analysed collective documents within my own text, as well as the most generative discussions and activities. I remained in dialogue with my collaborators as I wrote the thesis, keeping them in mind as well as my examiners as I inched towards an account that spoke to both these constituencies. The processes and practices through which urban researchers could contribute to building new collective knowledge, solidarities and possibilities for action became one of the major contributions of my thesis (Taylor, 2017, 2024). This approach was fundamental to the new perspective of urban economies as diverse and contested that emerged through my research and engagement, previewed earlier in the article, illustrating the potential for engagement beyond the academy to produce new understandings and possibilities.

While this process was therefore ultimately generative, I do not wish to underplay its significant difficulties and limitations (both my thesis and this article are, clearly, individually authored). Progressing engaged and collaborative urban research beyond the academy often remains, at present, extremely challenging (see, e.g., Perry, 2022). It takes time, care and resources which can be hard to gather together and sustain to support meaningful long-term engagement, collaboration and action. This careful labour remains undervalued within universities, leaving researchers struggling with too many competing demands. Lack of resources, support and recognition too often compromises collaboration, leading to frustration and disappointment for both academic and non-academic partners. As an early career researcher, I have struggled in particular to balance the priorities and possibilities emerging from engagement with writing and publishing the specific forms of outputs needed to secure a career and livelihood in academia in the UK. In this context, Loretta Lees’ call for urban scholarly publishers to make themselves open to the collective and collaborative knowledge production involved in community engaged research is powerfully legitimising and re-energising. Of course, such a shift would also require journals to demonstrate their usefulness to non-academic collaborators (whose labour would need to be resourced in many cases), and academic institutions and funders to value expanded collective authorship equally.

**Recognising community authorship, transforming urban studies**

Recognising and valuing community knowledge, labour and authorship is a legitimate aim in itself, consistent with the ethics, practice and politics of knowledge production that animate community-engaged urban research in all its varieties. Opening up academic publishing in urban research would not only make a significant difference to engaged research and researchers, however. It also offers a potential route for bringing critical urban studies closer to the communities and concerns that animate it, inserting knowledge and insights ‘from below’ into the heart of the discipline to open up new much needed understandings and possibilities for radical transformation and alternatives. Extending opportunities for dialogue and engagement beyond academia via this journal and others could help to identify and develop issues of mutual concern and shared interest, as well as to expose and encounter generatively tensions and conflicts. The proposed ethos and format of *Dialogues in Urban Research* are particularly exciting in this regard, offering collaborators the possibility to articulate their knowledge and authorship in relation to and in dialogue with one another, echoing the processes and dynamics that shape collective knowledge production and action. Such dialogue would be insightful for urban researchers using a wide range of methods and approaches beyond engagement and collaboration. Expanding urban scholarship to include non-academic authorship might also encourage more academic urban scholars to bring their varied experiences and identities within and beyond the academy reflexively into their analysis, challenging false divides between academia and activism. In so doing, urban researchers can continue to break down the barriers which constrain the discipline’s
potential to contribute to radical transformation and alternatives.
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Note

1. This work is discussed in more detail in Taylor (2020, 2024).
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